Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 , national security issues occupy a more-prominent position in our national discourse and electoral politics. This shift in national priorities has forced the political parties, members of Congress, and candidates to focus more attention on developing proposals to address defense issues. As legislative entrepreneurs, senators compete to establish themselves as experts on issues and to stake out policy initiatives. Legislators do not compete for policy leadership on an equal playing field, however. It is well known that committee and party leaders enjoy structural advantages in policy development, but I would assert that the social identity and personal background of legislators-in this case, gender and military experience-influence the choices that senators make about the nature and content of their defense policy agendas.
Through a statistical analysis of bill sponsorship regarding a variety of defense issues in the Senate during the 107th (2001) (2002) and 108th Congresses (2003 Congresses ( -2004 , I have found evidence of genderbased differences in the overall amount and policy focus of the defense legislation sponsored by senators. I have also found some limited differences in defense policy activity based on military experience. Interviews with Senate staff and analysis of senators' appearances on the Sunday talk shows demonstrate, however, that defense policy is made in a highly partisan and gendered political context. The ability to highlight a background of military service enhances a member's credibility on defense issues with constituents, colleagues, and the media in a way that facilitates the senator's efforts to emerge as a leader on national security. By contrast, there is a voluminous literature demonstrating that voters hold gender-based stereotypes according women candidates less trust on defense and foreign policy issues than their male counterparts but more trust on social welfare issues, such as education and health (Dolan 2004; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993) . The need to overcome these stereotypes in a political environment that is dominated by national security issues makes engagement of defense issues both more necessary and more of a challenge for women officeholders.
Understanding the Effect of Identity and Background on Defense Policy Participation
Both the women and politics and congressional literatures neglect questions concerning the effect of identity (gender) and personal background (military experience) on the policy decisions of legislators on defense issues. Recent scholarship on voter attitudes toward a female presidential candidate demonstrates that the saliency of national security as a determinant of voter choice increased dramatically between 2000 and 2004. Furthermore, research has shown that individuals who prioritize national security concerns are more likely to favor a male presidential candidate, even if one accounts for other partisan and demographic characteristics (Falk and Kenski 2006; Kenski and Falk 2004; Lawless 2004) . Media commentators note concerns about a woman's ability to be commander in chief as one of the obstacles that Senator Hillary Clinton (D-NY) must overcome in her quest for the Democratic nomination (Todd 2005) . These assumptions about the competencies of women candidates, and women more generally, can influence the recruiting strategies of political parties, the decisions of potential female candidates about whether or not to run for office, and the decisions of voters on Election Day in a way that hinders the advancement of more women to office. Yet currently there is not a single study that examines gender differences in the behavior of officeholders on defense issues.
Instead, studies of the impact of women in office focus on gender differences in support for the broad array of policies often referred to as "women's issues." Literature on public opinion notes women's greater support for social welfare spending as one of the major underpinnings of the gender gap (Norrander 1999; Shapiro and Mahajan 1986) . Candidate studies find that women candidates benefit when women's issues dominate the electoral environment, as they did in 1992 (Dolan 2004; Wilcox 1994) . Studies of women in state legislatures and Congress find gender differences in legislator support for social welfare policies, such as health and education, and feminist policies, such as abortion and family leave (Bratton and Haynie 1999; Dodson 2006; Dodson and Carroll 1991; Martin and Wolbrecht 2000; Norton 2002; Reingold 2000; Rosenthal 1998; Saint-Germain 1989; Swers 2002; Thomas 1994; Wolbrecht 2002) . Public-opinion studies demonstrate that, over time, women have been less supportive of military intervention and increased defense spending than men have been (Norrander 1999; Shapiro and Mahajan 1986) , but questions remain. Do women officeholders approach defense policy differently? Do gender stereotypes affect the strategic decisions of legislators concerning the level and issue focus of their defense policy agendas? If so, how?
Similarly, the decline of members with military experience in Congress is commonly lamented because of the presumed expertise of these members on defense policy and their greater connection to the needs of our troops (Cohen 2000; Feaver and Kohn 2001 ). Yet there is no empirical evidence indicating that members with military service are more active on defense issues. A study of roll-call voting found that prior military service does not affect defense policy voting (Bianco 2005) , but this finding does not tell us if members with military service play a larger role in shaping the policies that are eventually voted on.
Indeed, the majority of congressional research on defense policy focuses on the end stages of policy development, either the vote or budget allocations for defense benefits. This focus prevents us from understanding the dynamics that allow members to emerge as leaders in setting the agenda and crafting policy (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Hall 1996; Kingdon 1995) . As my research demonstrates, the competition is fierce to build a unique legislative record to present to voters. Senators seek to capitalize on relevant aspects of their background, such as gender or military service, to enhance their credibility in their efforts to own an issue.
Furthermore, the literature devotes little attention to comparisons of participation across different types of defense issues-such as procurement versus expanded benefits for military personnel-which would help us to identify the circumstances in which constituency interests, ideology, institutional position, or personal background factors dominate as primary motivators of member participation. (For exceptions, see Carter 1989 and Soherr-Hadwiger 1998.) Congressional studies of defense policy overwhelmingly focus on weapons procurement and other contracting decisions to determine if ideology/policy interest or constituency benefit motivates members' participation (see, for example, Carsey and Rundquist 1999; Fleisher 1985; Lindsay 1990a Lindsay , 1990b and Mayer 1990, 1991) . Looking at participation on hard strategic issues, soft benefit policies, and homeland security issues (an emergent area that mixes both security and constituent concerns) in the same Congress allows me to identify the trade-offs of participation across areas and to examine whether or not different factors influence decision making in each policy area.
Theory and Hypotheses
The centrality of defense issues to the national agenda and the persistence of voter stereotypes concerning women's lack of expertise in national security make it important for us to discern whether or not there are gender differences in the level and nature of legislators' participation on national security issues. We must also investigate whether or not stereotypes about women and presumptions about members with military service pervade institutional norms and inhibit or enhance legislator ability to gain credibility on these issues with colleagues, the media, or voting constituencies. To address these questions, I focused on defense policy activity in the U.S. Senate in the 107th (2001) (2002) and 108th Congresses (2002 Congresses ( -2003 .
The Senate provides an ideal setting to examine the determinants of participation in the wide range of defense policies. In contrast to individual members of the House, who are one of 435 representatives and who build their legislative reputations by becoming specialists in issues under the jurisdiction of their committees, senators are expected to be generalists with a finger in every pot. Indeed, Barbara Sinclair (2005) has described the contemporary Senate as an "individualist, partisan" institution where influence is equally distributed and members utilize parliamentary tools to raise their profiles on any issues that interest them for policy or constituency reasons. The institutional rules and norms protecting the rights of the minority allow senators to insert themselves into debates on any subject, regardless of their committee assignment, level of seniority, or place in the party leadership (Baker 2001; Evans 1991; Sinclair 1989 Sinclair , 2005 .
I expected that the institutional incentives and electoral imperatives that drive senators to be policy generalists would ensure that all senators could point to a set of defense-related proposals they were pursuing, regardless of social identity or personal background. Within the institution, the committee assignment process-guaranteeing that senators serve on at least three committees and receive one prestige assignment-ensures that all members serve on a defense-related committee. The strong protections for minority rights that guide Senate floor debate allow senators to force consideration of their defense policy priorities (Baker 2001; Binder and Smith 1997; Deering and Smith 1997; Evans 1991; Evans and Lipinski 2005; Sinclair 1989 Sinclair , 2005 .
The institutional norms that allow for wide participation on national security policy are reinforced by electoral imperatives. The responsibility of representing an entire state rather than a morehomogeneous House district requires senators to involve themselves in a wide range of issues and encourages senators to address matters of national import more quickly (Lee and Oppenheimer 1999; Schiller 2000; Sinclair 1989 Sinclair , 2005 . Thus, the primacy of security in the minds of voters encourages all senators to develop national security proposals. As one Republican Senate staffer explained, "with defense post-9/11, everyone has to have something." A senator's legislative agenda is "like a grocery store. If the voters want it, you have to put something on the shelf." 1 It is in the policy content of the defense proposals on the shelf that differences stemming from identity and personal background may emerge. Committee assignment and constituent needs will be important motivators of senators' national security initiatives. Additionally, as they build their reputations on defense policy, senators are constrained by the committee choices and legislative profiles of their same-state colleague, with whom they compete to represent the interests and constituencies of the state (Schiller 2000) . Within the confines of constituent needs, committee responsibilities, and the necessity of navigating the legislative reputation of their state colleague, senators will tailor their own defense participation to their interests and strengths.
The importance of national security to voters creates a political imperative for women to countervail stereotypes about women's ability to provide leadership on defense issues. Therefore, women may engage in compensatory strategies-for example, by sponsoring more defenserelated legislation than their male colleagues, because the sponsorship of defense bills will provide a critical opportunity for position taking with voters. The need for such compensatory strategies will be greatest among Democratic women, who face the dual problem of gender stereotypes and their association with the party that is perceived as weak on defense (Petrocik 1996; Sellers 2002) .
When selecting which policies to champion, women may focus more attention on the soft proposals providing benefits to military personnel and veterans, because these issues align with gender gap data showing that women are more supportive of spending on social welfare programs. By championing soft proposals, women can demonstrate their support for the troops in wartime and enhance their visibility on defense issues with voters. The importance of homeland security in the post-9/11 world and the extent to which the issue combines both national security and domestic concerns also make these issues a good strategic target for enhanced legislative participation by women senators. Whereas the hard-security issues of military strategy and weapons procurement constitute the nub of the negative stereotypes faced by women, these hard issues are also likely to be dominated by the president and congressional party and committee leaders, leaving fewer openings for rank-and-file members to sway the direction of policy, regardless of gender. Furthermore, congressional involvement in weapons procurement issues is generally dominated by the promotion and protection of home-state industries and bases (Mayer 1990 (Mayer , 1991 .
With regard to military experience, military service should be most important for determining legislator participation on hard issues relating to the training and equipping of the force and war. It is in these areas that the perspective of someone who has served will be most valued. Military service may also affect support for soft issues relating to benefits for military personnel and veterans, since senators who served in the armed forces may be more sympathetic to the needs of fellow service personnel. Military experience should not play a role in determining legislator advocacy of homeland security initiatives, such as increasing funding for first responders and developing vaccines to combat bioterrorism. The high saliency of homeland security to voters and the strong influence of constituency concerns should ensure that all senators focus on these proposals and will lessen the importance of military service as an indicator of expertise.
Finally, stereotypes about women's ability to address national security issues and presumptions about the expertise of senators with military experience should have an effect beyond overall levels of participation. These stereotypes should also influence the stylistic manner in which senators approach defense issues, as well as shape their ability to translate legislative activism into reputations for defense policy expertise with the media and constituents. The enhanced credibility wielded by senators with records of military service should facilitate their efforts to achieve committee and floor action on their national security proposals. Additionally, because of their military credentials, these senators should receive a disproportionate amount of media attention. By contrast, gender stereotypes should create an additional barrier for women, inhibiting their efforts to gain the media attention necessary to promote their policy ideas and solidify their reputations as national security experts with voters.
Data and Methodology
To evaluate gender differences in participation on various types of defense policies, I employed a multimethod approach including a regression analysis of members' sponsorship records on these issues in the 107th (2001-2002) and 108th (2003-2004) Congresses, an examination of senators' appearances on the Sunday talk shows, and evidence from interviews with Senate staff. The analysis of senators' defense bills tests the hypotheses concerning the overall level and policy content of senators' national security proposals. To create a database of defense policies, I read the bill summaries of all bills and resolutions sponsored by senators in the 107th and 108th Congresses.
2 Using these summaries, I categorized legislation as related to defense and created further indexes that identified bills and resolutions as related to hard-, soft-, or homeland security issues.
I supplemented the regression analysis of senators' sponsorship activity with qualitative evidence from interviews with Senate staff and an exploration of senators' defense-related appearances on the Sunday talk shows. The talk show analysis tests whether or not senators with military experience receive more media coverage than senators who have not served in the military and whether or not women receive less media attention than their legislative activism on defense and their institutional positions would suggest. I analyzed senators' appearances on the five major Sunday talk shows. Using the Lexis-Nexis database of "News Transcripts," I coded the number of times senators were interviewed on a defense issue on each show in 2002, the last year of the Democratic-controlled Senate in the 107th Congress, and in 2003, when Republicans returned to the Senate majority in the 108th Congress.
Finally, I conducted a series of semistructured interviews with 41 Senate staffers associated with 38 senators who served in the 107th or 108th Congress (or both), including staffers for 17 Republicans and 21 Democrats. I utilized the interviews to explore the stylistic differences in how male and female senators and legislators with and without military backgrounds approach defense matters. Interview subjects included campaign managers, chiefs of staff, legislative directors, and legislative assistants responsible for defense issues. Some staffers had worked for multiple senators. I also interviewed one former Democratic senator and one former Republican senator who served in the 107th or 108th Congress, or both. 4 One concern about studying gender differences on defense is that the analysis is based on a small number of women, 13 of the 100 senators in the 107th Congress and 14 in the 108th Congress. Because of concerns about individual idiosyncrasies and the range of factors influencing behavior, the majority of congressional research focuses on the House of Representatives, leaving us with a comparatively limited understanding of policymaking in the Senate. Yet the proportion of female senators is equivalent to the proportion of women serving in the House. The rules and norms of the Senate that protect individual and minority rights to engage all policy issues make the Senate the environment in which the largest proportion of women have an opportunity to influence the direction of defense policy. A comparison of legislation in the 107th and 108th Congresses also has the advantage of comparing activity in a Democratic-and a Republican-controlled Senate.
To assess the influence of gender and military experience on senators' defense policy participation, I utilized negative binomial regression analysis. The dependent variable is a count of the number of defense bills and resolutions that a senator sponsored. The negative binomial is an event-count model that allows me to model the number of bills a member with a given set of characteristics will sponsor in a given period of time. 5 The independent variables employed in the regression analyses draw on the vast congressional literature concerning the factors that motivate legislators' policy decisions. Variables for Republican and Democratic men and women allow me to assess the possibility that differences attributed to gender are better explained by the fact that most of the women serving in the Senate are Democrats, 10 of the 13 women in the 107th Congress and 9 of the 14 women in the 108th Congress. Conventional wisdom indicates that the public trusts Republicans more on national security and prefers Democrats on social welfare concerns. Therefore, a finding that women are less active on hard-defense issues and more active on soft issues may simply reflect policy positions associated with the two parties. 6 To test the influence of military experience, I included a variable that indicates whether or not senators served in the military.
defense voting emphasizes the importance of ideology or "hawkishness" as a predictor of member behavior on these issues (for example , Carter 1989 and Lindsay 1990b) . Therefore, one would expect conservatives to be more-active sponsors of defense bills.
The needs of the constituency rank foremost in the minds of senators (Fenno 1978; Mayhew 1974) . Therefore, I included variables to measure constituent interest in the three subcategories of defenserelated legislation. Census and Department of Defense data regarding median household income, unemployment, urban population, percentage of active duty military personnel in the state, the veteran population, Reserve and National Guard Pay, total military and civil contract awards, and the total number of military installations in the state help me to measure the centrality of defense to the state economy and homeland security concerns. 8 The more important defense interests are to the state's economy, the more defense bills a senator should sponsor.
A variable for small states draws on the insights of Lee and Oppenheimer (1999) regarding differences in the behavior of senators representing such states. Since small-state senators are expected to devote more attention to constituent service than are large-state senators, senators representing small states may offer fewer bills on defense issues. Alternately, if the military and defense interests provide a disproportionate number of jobs in the state and these senators devote more time to the needs of military families as part of their constituent outreach, then small-state senators may offer more defense-related proposals, particularly on soft issues. Representation of a 9/11 state (New York, New Jersey, or Connecticut) accounts for the heightened interest in defense issues, particularly homeland security, of the senators from the three states that lost the most residents in the terrorist attacks.
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I also included a measure of whether or not the senator is up for reelection to account for political imperatives, since senators might increase their activism on defense issues that are salient to voters in an election year, particularly homeland security.
Finally, a legislator's position within the institution affects that member's calculations concerning the best allocation of scarce legislative resources to meet policy and reelection goals. I included variables measuring whether or not the legislator is retiring, whether he or she is in the first two years of his or her term, and committee and party leadership positions held. I expected first-term senators to be lessactive sponsors of legislation, because they are still learning the norms of the Senate and developing legislative expertise. Conversely, retiring senators may be more active than other senators, as they are concerned with establishing their legacies before leaving the Senate.
Although senators are known as generalists with multiple committee assignments and an ability to influence all legislation on the floor through the amending process, the committee system is still the primary source of legislation (Deering and Smith 1997; Evans 1991) . Committee leaders hold the greatest advantages in the policy process; they set the committee agenda, negotiate the parameters of bills, and lead conference committees. Therefore, I expected the leaders of defense-related committees and subcommittees to offer the most national security legislation. The Defense Committee Chair and Ranking Member variables used in the analysis of all defense bills include the chair and ranking members of the following committees: Armed Services; Appropriations; Select Intelligence; Veterans' Affairs; Foreign Relations; Judiciary; Governmental Affairs; and Commerce, Science, and Transportation. The Soft Committee Chair and Ranking Member variables used in the analysis of soft issues include the chair and ranking members of the Armed Services, Appropriations, and Veterans Affairs committees. The Homeland Security Committee Chair and Ranking Member variables used in the analysis of homeland security proposals include the chairs and ranking members of the Armed Services, Appropriations, Select Intelligence, Foreign Relations, Judiciary, Governmental Affairs, and Commerce, Science, and Transportation committees. Additional variables account for subcommittee leaders of defense-related panels within these committees.
10 I also included dummy variables for membership on these committees to assess the proposition that committee members are more active on defenserelated issues that fall within the jurisdiction of their committees. Party leaders also wield distinct advantages in the legislative process. A dummy variable accounting for the majority and minority leaders tests the expectation that party leaders will sponsor fewer individual bills but that the bills they do sponsor will be more likely to achieve legislative action.
I tested for the influence of the same-state colleague's defense policy agenda by including a variable that measures the number of defense (soft-, homeland security) bills sponsored by the other senator from the state. I expected the other senator's policy agenda to have a negative effect on the number of defense bills a senator sponsors. For example, if a state colleague sponsors a large number of bills related to veterans and has built a reputation with constituents and voters as a protector of veterans, then the other senator will have more difficulty attracting media and thus constituent attention for efforts in that area. Finally, a variable measuring the total number of bills a member sponsored accounts for the fact that the more bills a member sponsors, the higher the probability is that one of those bills will concern a defense issue. Note: Bills and resolutions could be assigned to multiple subcategories if they concerned, for example, both a hard and soft defense issue. For example, the annual defense authorization bill contains elements of all three defense subcategories and the sponsor, Armed Services Chair Levin (D-MI) in the 107th Congress and Warner (R-VA) in the 108th Congress, received credit for sponsoring a bill in each of the three subcategories.
Analysis and Discussion
As Table 1 demonstrates, across the two Congresses, more than 80% of members sponsored a defense-related bill, reflecting the idea that senators are generalists with policy proposals in all areas of interest to constituents. The dominant focus of these bills is soft defense, with members seeking to expand the benefits available to military personnel and veterans by sponsoring initiatives related to veterans' health, disability benefits, and education benefits under the G.I. Bill. Just behind soft defense, homeland security initiatives also dominated the attention of senators. A majority of members responded to constituent fears sparked by the terrorist attacks of September 11 by sponsoring initiatives to improve airline and port security, fund research on bioterrorism, or enhance law enforcement tools to investigate suspected terrorists. In contrast to the large majorities of members who sponsored legislation on soft-defense and homeland security issues, only about one-third of members sponsored initiatives on hard-security issues, such as missile defense, nuclear proliferation, and base realignments, which constitute the focus of most voter stereotypes about women's lack of defense expertise.
To provide a more complete perspective on the role that gender and military experience play in the national security focus of senators, I show in Table 2 the results of negative binomial regressions in which the dependent variable is the overall number of defense proposals that a senator sponsored in the 107th and 108th Congresses.
11 Table 3 compares the indexes of soft-and homeland security proposals, allowing us to analyze whether or not the influence of gender and military experience vary by policy type. Because only one-third of senators sponsored hard-security bills-almost all of whom were leaders or members of defense-related committees, senators with important defense industries in their states, or both-I did not conduct a separate regression analysis of this issue index. As a first step, I ran models including dichotomous variables for gender (1 = Female Senator) and party (1 = Democrat). These models indicate that in the presence of constituency and institutional factors that influence legislative participation, gender is both a positive and significant predictor of sponsorship of all defense bills only in the 108th Congress (results not shown). When the dependent variable is divided by issue area, being a female senator is an important predictor of sponsorship of homeland security bills in the 108th Congress but has no influence on sponsorship of soft bills.
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To capture the interplay between gender and party affiliation, I included in the models (see Tables 2 and 3 ) variables for Republican men and women and Democratic women, with Democratic men as the out category. These models indicate that the importance of gender as a predictor for sponsorship of all defense bills in the 108th Congress stems from the activism of Democratic women. According to staff interviews, Democratic women bear the double burden of overcoming gender stereotypes on defense and their association with the party that is perceived as weaker on national security. Therefore, the benefits of sponsorship as a tool for position taking with voters and as a vehicle for influencing the policy agenda are particularly beneficial for Democratic women. A division of bills by policy area indicates that Democratic women and liberals were more-active sponsors of homeland security bills in the 108th Congress but that ideology and being a Building a Reputation on National Security Democratic woman did not affect sponsorship of soft-defense bills. This increased activism on homeland security by Democratic women and liberals reflects the prominence of homeland security as a campaign theme in the presidential race in 2004. Liberals and Democratic women utilized homeland security as a symbol of their commitment to national security. According to campaign managers and Senate staff, a record of proposals on homeland security issues was particularly beneficial for senators who opposed the Iraq war and wanted to deflect criticism that they were weak on defense.
The positive and significant coefficients for Republican men and women and ideology in the models for all defense bills in the 107th Congress and for homeland security bills in the 108th Congress indicate that, in comparison to the out category of Democratic men, liberals and Republicans (both men and women) were more likely to sponsor defense-related legislation. Indeed, ideological conservatism is negatively related to sponsorship across all the models in Tables 2 and 3 . The fact that conservatives sponsor fewer defense-related bills runs counter to the expectation that conservatives are more active on defense issues. This unexpected finding may be due to the fact that soft benefit and homeland security proposals dominated congressional defense legislation, issues that align more with the priorities of liberals and the Democratic Party. Additionally, since the president as commander in chief plays the most prominent role on defense policy, conservatives in Congress are likely following the lead of President George W. Bush, a conservative president, and these senators have fewer reasons to offer alternative legislation.
When we divide the bills by policy area, we learn that Republican women are more-active sponsors of soft bills in the 107th Congress and of homeland security bills in both the 107th and 108th Congresses. The increased activism of Republican women on soft issues reinforces the findings of scholars who have noted that Republican women are more supportive of social welfare spending than are their male Republican colleagues. These findings must be interpreted with caution, however, as there were only three Republican women in the Senate in the 107th Congress. Although gender mediated by party does influence senators' patterns of participation, military experience has no significant effect on the level or content of senators' participation across the two Congresses.
Looking beyond the dynamics of gender and party, we see that constituency need and committee responsibility drive the policy activity of senators. The positive and generally significant influence of the variables for military personnel, veterans, and Reserve and National Guard pay in the aggregate-defense and soft-defense models reflects the desire of senators to serve these constituencies by offering a large number of proposals to expand health, education, and housing benefits to active duty personnel, military retirees, and veterans. Curiously, the number of military installations in the state exhibits a consistently negative influence on sponsorship. The effect of the coefficient remains substantively the same when the variable is divided by the state population. Neither the raw number of installations nor a variable divided by population indicates the importance of these facilities to the strategic mission of the military or the economy of the state.
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The significant impact of the 9/11-state variable in the aggregate defense and homeland security models indicates that the senators from New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, the states that had the most constituents killed in the attacks on the World Trade Center, were especially active on defense, offering bills to improve homeland security. Although generally insignificant, the reelection variable was an important predictor of activism on homeland security in the 108th Congress. The war on terror was an important theme of the presidential election in 2004, making homeland security a more-prominent feature of campaigns than it otherwise might have been if it was a midterm election year.
In addition to constituent interest, committee responsibility drives participation, particularly for committee and subcommittee chairs. When competing to establish a reputation as an expert on specific national security issues, committee and subcommittee leaders benefit from their ability to claim jurisdiction over issues and to control the development of policy within the committee. Their leadership positions also facilitate their efforts to command the media coverage necessary to gain attention to and advance policy proposals.
Finally, the legislative agenda of the same-state colleague does impinge upon the strategic decisions of senators concerning how to develop their policy reputations on security issues. In the 107th Congress, the influence of the other senator's policy agenda is both negative and significant in the areas of soft-and homeland security issues. This result confirms my expectation that there exists a division of labor among same-state colleagues in which one senator takes the lead on defense issues and the other senator devotes less of his or her policy agenda to the set of issues "owned" by the state colleague. Ownership of an issue by the same-state colleague thus reduces the benefit and increases the amount of resources that a senator will need to expend to enter that issue domain. In the 108th Congress, however, the other senator's policy agenda exerted significant and positive pressure on a senator's decision to sponsor homeland security bills. This trend may reflect the recent emergence of this issue on the congressional agenda, making it a policy domain in which both senators are competing to meet new constituent concerns and attain visibility with the state media. Additionally, the national prominence of the issue in the 2004 campaign encouraged more senators to offer proposals in this area.
Another important element of building a reputation on defense issues is the ability to achieve action on proposals. When a committee holds a hearing on a senator's bill or the Senate passes the bill into law, the senator's reputation for effectiveness and policy expertise is enhanced. The regressions in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that women are active sponsors of defense legislation, but these legislators may face more difficulties than their male colleagues, particularly those who served in the military, when moving their policy proposals through the Senate. To examine this possibility, Table 4 presents a Poisson regression analysis of the number of defense bills or resolutions sponsored by senators that received any action, ranging from hearings on a bill to passage into law.
14 The analysis is somewhat limited by the fact that we can only measure action on individual bills and cannot measure proposals that were incorporated as amendments to other legislation. In the 107th Congress, 51 senators sponsored 112 initiatives that achieved some legislative action. In the 108th Congress, 51 senators sponsored 134 proposals that received some Senate consideration.
As one would expect, institutional position largely determines which members see action on their bills. Party leaders and committee chairs achieve the most success; first-term members are disadvantaged. Initial models with variables for gender and party (results not shown) indicate that in the 107th Congress, being a Republican, a liberal, and a woman are positive predictors of who will achieve action on their proposals. When variables are included for gender by party, Republican men and women and Democratic women in the 107th Congress appear more successful in obtaining consideration for their initiatives than were conservatives and Democratic men. Gender and party have no effect on legislative action in the 108th Congress, however. Most notable is the fact that military service is an important predictor of action in the 107th Congress and a positive although statistically insignificant predictor of success in the 108th Congress. Prior military service has no effect on participation in any of the defense policy areas, but when senators with military service (who currently are all male) choose to participate, their initiatives are more likely to advance through the legislative process. 
The Credibility Gap: Engaging Defense Policy in a Partisan and Gendered Context
To further explore the role of gender and military experience in a senator's efforts to develop a reputation on security issues, I conducted a series of interviews with Senate staff. The interviews provide a fuller picture of the environment that senators face as they determine how to leverage their committee assignments, constituent needs, and policy interests into a package of proposals that will appeal to voters. Staff associated with male and female senators of both parties maintained that stereotypes about women's interest in national security hamper the ability of women senators to establish themselves as experts on defense matters. Staff also asserted that senators who served in the military, particularly senators who highlight those credentials, receive more deference on national security.
Senators seek to influence defense policy work within a highly partisan context in which all staffers agree that, in the years since Vietnam, Republicans are viewed as the more-credible stewards of national security and Democrats are anxious to improve their public image on these issues. Only in the 2006 midterm elections has national security through opposition to the Iraq war become an issue that favors Democrats.
15 Sellers (2002) has found that when one party clearly owns an issue, as is the case with Republicans on defense, the party leadership will seek opportunities to continuously highlight that message in their media relations. The consensus emerging from the interviews indicates that extreme issue ownership creates policy skew in which the weaker party is unable to unify around alternatives or check the excesses of the party that owns the issue. In the case of defense, staffers maintained that support for soft benefit issues is easy for Democrats, because these issues represent an extension of the social welfare state programs that Democrats are generally associated with, such as veterans' health and education. These policies give Democrats and all legislators an opportunity to demonstrate that they support the troops. According to staff, Democrats are more comfortable talking about homeland security than hard security, both because Republicans do not dominate this emergent issue area in the way they do other defense policies and because "firefighters, police, the blue collar guys with the oxygen tanks on their backs-these people are the Democratic constituency. It is easy for Democrats to talk to them and they care about these people."
16 The regression models indicate that the greater activism of Democratic women on defense issues in the 108th Congress stems from their focus on homeland security issues, a result that confirms staff insights about Democrats' greater comfort with and desire to compete on homeland security issues.
On the hard-security issues of war and weapons development, Democratic defense staff maintain that the perception of Democrats as weak on defense has become a self-fulfilling prophecy: Democrats respond not on the merits of security but on the perception problem, and that makes both the perception problem and the policy response worse. For example, a staffer to a male Democrat pointed to the issue of missile defense as "the bug killer that Democrats can't help but lick." Democrats shifted their positions, voting to support it in the Clinton years because they feared looking weak on defense. "Since then, Democrats have been trying to cut the funding for and undermine the missile defense program that they voted for."
17 Similarly, numerous staffers point to the evolution of debate over the Iraq war. From the election year debate over the authorizing resolution in 2002 through the 2004 presidential campaign struggle over the conduct of the war, Democrats were unable to develop a unifying alternate strategy because they feared being labeled as weak on defense and not supporting the troops.
In addition to the partisan context, senators tackling defense issues work within a gendered context: stereotypes about women's policy expertise create an additional hurdle for women senators who seek to gain credibility on defense issues. The women recognize this vulnerability and devote extra effort to building their reputations with voters, the media, the defense establishment, and other senators.
Establishing their defense credentials with voters and, more broadly, constituents is a primary concern, according to staffers for Republican and Democratic women senators. One staffer pointed to the value of committee seats on defense-related committees for women senators trying to earn their bona fides with voters:
Women want to get on defense and foreign policy committees to establish their credibility on the issue. Voters don't question a man's ability on defense issues. Senior male senators with no defense experience-no one will say they are not tough. Women need these committees to show they are tough and fit to lead in that area because the women are not likely to have served in the military.
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Hillary Clinton's decision to seek a seat on Armed Services was often cited as evidence of her desire to show voters she has the capability to become commander in chief.
Other staffers focused more directly on campaign strategies to demonstrate women are strong on defense. Several staffers referred to Mary Landrieu's (D-LA) reputation as "Military Mary" on the Hill: Landrieu is very vocal on defense. She never met a shipbuilding program she did not like, which is because of the Louisiana shipbuilding industry. She has a conservative electorate and is not helped by being a woman. She needs to be more pro-military and guns than the military, in that electorate. In her 2002 campaign she had camouflage "Military Mary" bumper stickers.
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Conversely, staff reported that Landrieu's Democratic counterpart, John Breaux, who retired in 2004, did not feel compelled to trumpet his national security credentials and utilized his reputation as a centrist deal-maker to move his reputation from a House member who protected home industries to a national player on health and tax issues.
Similarly, in my discussions with campaign managers for senators up for reelection in 2004, all managers noted the desirability of securing endorsements from veterans' groups to enhance the candidate's image on national security. But managers for female Democratic candidates expressed more of a sense of urgency and reported working harder to get these endorsements than did managers for male Democratic candidates, even those who did not support the Iraq war. Moreover, office staff for female Democrats noted that constituent events related to defense or veterans also take on heightened importance for female senators. Thus, when choosing their committee seats and developing their campaign and constituency outreach strategies, women senators, especially Democrats, are particularly concerned with winning the trust of voters on issues of national security.
If gender is a potential barrier that must be overcome, then prior military service facilitates senators' efforts to become leaders on national security. Staffers maintain that those members who choose to highlight their service attract more media coverage to their proposals, and they are perceived to have a stronger connection to the troops and military officials, which enhances their ability to lead on defense issues and attract support from colleagues.
Universally, staffers agreed that senators with well-known military careers attract more of the media attention that is necessary to get one's ideas on the policy agenda. One staffer noted that "most of the elite press has no military background and their heroes come from the 'counter leader culture' of the 1960s and 70s, so they will give deference to a McCain or Hagel on defense." 20 When Congressman John Murtha (D-PA), a decorated Vietnam veteran and powerful Defense Appropriator, called for withdrawal of troops from Iraq within six months, there was a deluge of media coverage that led Republicans to hold a series of press conferences and force a House vote on a resolution calling for immediate troop withdrawal. Murtha's statements have been widely interpreted in the media as a turning point in the debate over the Iraq war, whereas calls for withdrawal from liberal Democrats without military service had gone largely unnoticed. 21 Most staffers agree on the media benefits of military service, but there is less universal agreement about the substantive policy effect of military service. Some staffers maintained that military service matters "optically but not substantively. The press thinks it matters and reports on it, but most members served in World War II or Vietnam. A junior officer that enlisted in the army 35 years ago in a standard cold war exchange is not more qualified than someone who did not serve and does their homework, visiting units and getting briefed on issues." 22 Other staff believed that members with military service have more open channels of communication with Pentagon officials, allowing them to gain a better understanding of the current state of affairs. As one staffer for a Democratic senator with a distinguished army career put it, He is trained to understand things about war since the womb. It is his classmates at West Point that are running the war. This is the "Old Boy Network." They have known each other for 20 years and they will have honest discussions with him about things. His credibility on defense issues comes from a combination of training, instinct, reading, and having friends in the military. 
Media Bias? The Media as Facilitator or Obstacle to Reputation Formation on Defense Issues
Developing a reputation for expertise in a policy area is highly dependent on attracting media coverage. While staff unequivocally asserted that senators with military service attract more media attention to their policy views, staff offered mixed assessments of whether or not there is gender bias in media coverage on defense issues. For example, in a recent article, Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) was quoted as saying, "After 9/11, it really pained me that Mary Landrieu, who, at the time, chaired the Armed Services Subcommittee on Emerging Threats, was not interviewed on television. . . . Look at the Sunday morning talk shows-very rarely are women acknowledged as authorities on a topic . . . " (Victor 2005 ).
The Sunday talk shows are a particularly important medium for senators. These shows play an important role in setting the policy agenda and highlighting the policy activities of senators. Additionally, an appearance on a Sunday talk show solidifies a senator's reputation as an expert on a topic with colleagues, constituents, and the public at large. For senators who are aspiring presidential candidates, the Sunday shows are important forums for demonstrating credibility and authority on issues (Baker 2001; The White House Project 2001) . In a recent series of studies, the White House Project, a think tank that promotes women in leadership, examined the gender balance among the guests on the five major network shows. Looking at the range of guestsincluding, among others, media pundits, elected officials, government appointees, and foreign officials-these studies found that women were less likely than men to appear on the Sunday talk shows. Additionally, women had fewer repeat appearances on these shows, shorter segments, and were more likely to appear in later portions of the show, rather than as the headline guests (The White House Project 2001 .
To test assertions made in the interviews about media bias on defense issues, I examined the transcripts of the five major Sunday morning news talk shows in 2002 and 2003 to identify which senators were invited to speak about defense-related issues on these shows. The shows included NBC's Meet the Press, ABC's This Week, CBS's Face the Nation, Fox News Sunday, and CNN Late Edition with Wolf Blitzer. Table 5 shows that, of the 95 male senators who served in the 107th, 108th, or both Congresses, 40 of them, or 42% of all male senators, were interviewed on a defense-related topic. Of the 15 female senators who served in the 107th, 108th, or both, 4, or 27%, of the female senators were interviewed on defense policy. The most frequent subject of the interviews was Iraq, including discussions of the advisability of going to war with Iraq and the conduct of the war and reconstruction effort. The terror threat, the investigations of the 9/11 attacks, and homeland security were also frequent subjects debated on the Sunday talk shows.
Upon closer inspection, I found that the majority of senators who were interviewed more than 10 times were committee leaders, party Confirming staffers' assertions about the value of military service, particularly for senators who served in combat, results in Table 5 indicate that Chuck Hagel (R-NE) and John McCain (R-AZ), both decorated Vietnam War veterans, appeared on the Sunday talk shows more often than their party and committee profiles would predict. Indeed, because of their status as military heroes, the network shows sought out these senators for their expertise more often than they did many of the leaders of the major defense committees, including Select Intelligence and Armed Services.
As for the senators who appeared on the Sunday talk shows fewer than 10 times, there is some support for the idea that women face a higher threshold in establishing themselves as experts on defense issues. Aside from Hillary Clinton (D-NY), who enjoys celebrity status as the former first lady and a potential presidential candidate, the three women who did appear on the talk shows were all very senior women with leadership positions on defense-related committees. Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) and Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) are both leaders on the Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction and members of the Defense Subcommittee. Feinstein is also a member of the Select Intelligence Committee, and in previous years, Hutchison served on Armed Services and Select Intelligence. Barbara Boxer (D-CA) was a leader on the International Operations and Terrorism Subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee. Other senior women who were active on defense had no appearances. Mary Landrieu (D-LA), who chaired the Armed Services Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities in the 107th Congress and was a cosponsor of the Iraq war resolution, was never interviewed on a defense matter. Yet her state colleague, John Breaux (D-LA), who was not trying to stake out a reputation on defense issues, was interviewed once on border security. Susan Collins (R-ME), who served on the Armed Services Committee and became chair of the Governmental Affairs Committee in 2003, was never interviewed in that year. She was interviewed on defense issues 3 times between 2004 and 2005, with 2 interviews on the intelligence reform bill she spearheaded in response to the report of the 9/11 Commission. This is a smaller number of appearances than garnered by the previous Governmental Affairs chair, one-term senator and actor Fred Thompson (R-TN), who was interviewed 8 times although he did not shepherd a major defense bill through his committee. 25 Moreover, men are more likely to emerge as party spokespersons on defense before they achieve the seniority and committee leadership positions that their female colleagues have achieved. For example, Evan Bayh (D-IN) held no leadership positions beyond a seat on the Select Intelligence Committee and his role as a cosponsor of the Iraq war resolution, yet he was interviewed 11 times, a number of appearances at the level of a defense committee chair. Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), a first-year senator who had served eight years in the House, was interviewed 4 times, more than Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX), who had a longer record of committee leadership on defense issues and was a party leader, the vice chair of the Republican conference. In sum, women who seek to develop reputations on defense policy do attain media attention to their efforts, but they need to expend more time and effort to gain that recognition. Men appear to have more success in gaining early attention to their defense positions.
Conclusion
Since 9/11, national security has vaulted to the forefront of the congressional agenda. As a result, senators must incorporate defense issues into their legislative agendas in a way that enhances their reputations with colleagues and demonstrates their credibility on defense to voters. By using a multimethod approach that combines regression analysis of sponsorship activity with an exploration of the larger policy environment through interviews with Senate staff and an analysis of media appearances, I have found that, beyond the traditional influences of constituency need and committee responsibility that guide senators' policy agendas, gender and military experience do influence the strategic decisions of legislators as they develop their national security profiles. Defense policy is shaped in both a partisan and gendered context: Democrats and women face unique hurdles as they work to develop reputations on national security. Democratic women are particularly concerned with enhancing their credibility on defense issues, because they must overcome the double bind of their association with the party that is perceived as weak on defense and the prevalence of gender stereotypes favoring male leadership on defense issues. The regression models for the 108th Congress demonstrate that Democratic women were especially active in homeland security issues. Interviews with staff confirm that Democrats viewed homeland security as their best hope for eroding Republican dominance of national security issues and that Democratic women felt a heightened concern for earning the trust of voters on defense policy.
By contrast, the ability to draw on a background of military experience enhances the defense profiles of senators in both the legislative and public arenas. Senators who served in the military did not sponsor more defense-related legislation than other senators. Yet their policy proposals were more likely to advance through the legislative process, and they were more likely to appear on the Sunday shows as authorities on national security. By raising legislators' profiles as opinion leaders, these talk show appearances raised senators' policy profiles with colleagues and solidified their reputations with constituents and the public at large.
Conversely, women have to work harder than men to gain the media coverage that is so necessary for drawing attention to one's proposals. Women had a lower rate of appearances on the talk shows, and female senators needed to achieve higher levels of seniority and policy success than male senators before they were invited to serve as experts on the Sunday talk shows. The sponsorship analysis and interview evidence demonstrate that women, particularly Democratic women, engage in compensatory strategies in which they utilize bill sponsorship of defense issues and their local campaign and constituency appearances with veterans and other groups associated with the military to counteract prevailing stereotypes about women's national security expertise. Nevertheless, this heightened participation does not translate into proportionate media coverage.
The effect of identity and personal background on the strategic choices of legislators concerning the nature and content of their national security profiles demonstrates that researchers must pay more attention to these factors as we seek to understand the nature and evolution of the policy agenda in Congress. University, 681 Intercultural Center, 37th & O Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20057. 9. An additional variable that included Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Maryland in the 9/11-state variable did not perform as well and had no effect on the gender variable.
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10. For the 107th Congress, the committee variables reflect committee positions after James Jeffords (VT) switched parties. The Defense Committee Subcommittee Chair and Ranking Member variables used in the analysis of defense bills include the chairs and ranking members of all the Armed Services subcommittees and the Appropriations Subcommittees on Defense, Military Construction, and Veterans Affairs, Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies. 11. An alternate way to examine interest in defense policy is to study the number of defense bills sponsored as a proportion of the senator's bill proposals. Using this proportion as the dependent variable, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models with robust standard errors provide substantively similar results to the negative binomial results presented in this article. For theoretical reasons, I believe the count models presented here provide the most direct test of the theory. Senators and staffers perceive a member's reputation in terms of specific bills and numbers of bills rather than as a proportion of all of their bills.
12. Chi-square tests indicate that the dispersion parameter is only significant in the models for all defense bills in the 108th Congress (shown in Table 2 ) and for soft issues in the 108th Congress (Table 3) . In all other cases, the dispersion parameter is
